MSK patients who need urgent or specialized care in Westchester County can get shared care through our relationship with White Plains Hospital.

If a member of your MSK care team thinks you should get treatment closer to home, they will call White Plains Hospital to let them know you’re on your way. Be sure to tell the staff you’re a patient at MSK when you arrive.

Many of our patients are treated for chronic conditions by specialists in the community, such as cardiologists (heart doctors) and pulmonologists (lung doctors), affiliated with White Plains Hospital. While at the hospital, those doctors can give you specialized care. White Plains Hospital is among the top 5% of hospitals nationwide recognized for excellence in patient experience. It is the only hospital in Westchester to get an ‘A’ safety grade from the Leapfrog Group, a nonprofit that surveys hospital safety and quality.

If you need to be admitted to the hospital, our nurses will work with White Plains Hospital to coordinate your care with your primary MSK care team.
We will share important health information about your condition and work together on your care and treatment.

**Getting Care at White Plains Hospital**

**Address**
White Plains Hospital Emergency Department
41 East Post Road
White Plains, NY 106017

**Phone**
914-681-0600

Parking is available in the garage across from the hospital main entrance on Davis Avenue, with valet parking on weekdays at no additional cost. You can also park at nearby municipal lots and at 1-hour metered street parking.

For more resources, visit [www.mskcc.org/pe](http://www.mskcc.org/pe) to search our virtual library.